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Passionate programmer summary

I recently found notes I took while reading, and thought I'd share them with you. The list is a tl;dr for all 53 chapters of the book. 1. Keep up to date on bloody edge technologies vs sunset technologies.2. Follow the demands of the labor market.3. Understand the business.4. Be the worst of the team to learn from others.5. Learn/know different types of
programming languages (C#, C, python, prolog, etc.). 6. Avoid fear-motivated career choices.7. Stay up-to-date on technology/platforms known vs Unknown.8. Learn what's under the abstraction layer of your programming language.9. Use different technologies.10. Keep a record of your arousal level over time.11. Learn something new about
technology/tools you're using every day.12. Learn how the business works.13. Having/finding a mentor.14. Be a mentor.15. Practice (Google Code Jam, Project Euler, Code Katas).16. Learn/learn software development methodologies.17. Read the code from other developers (and criticize it).18. Automate tasks.19. Whatever you want to do, do it now!20.
Predict the future - possible resources requested (facilitating implementation).21. Review of problems and processes that could be improved every day.22. Understand your manager/company's goals.23. Set long-term goals for your current work.24. Do fun boring tasks!25. How much are you worth? Understand and work for it. 26. Share your areas of
knowledge about the work (implemented modules, deployment process, etc.). 27. Measure your success using metrics to improve.28. Work as hard as you can (no Facebook, Twitter, etc.). 29. Learn to fail.30. Say no when you know you can't do something.31. Don't panic.32. Say, do it, show.33. Be aware of what others think about you (managers,
teammates, etc.). 34. Do not make people afraid of you, that is, be open and engaging. 35. Track your decisions and analyze them.36. Keep communication in person or by email/Skype.37. Have a ready lift pitch that will show the benefits of your recent work.38. Have a mission!39. Have a good web presence by creating a blog and using Twitter and
LinkedIn.40. Worry about your brand (Google yourself).41. Contribute to open source!42. Be remarkable - Try to do something in a day that should take a week.43. Propose changes/features to the software you are using and may even open a line of communication with the software author.44. Stay up-to-date on current/new technology.45. Try to do your job
as if it were your manager.46. The path is more important than fate.47. Create a map of your past, current, and future career, and what you want to learn when you have the time.48. be an alpha nerd, or follow some of them.49. Ask your co-workers for feedback.50. Avoid monkey traps, by what I mean: don't be too confident in some things, or review them
from time to time; know your enemy; play with with you don't like .51. Avoid the career planning of the Waterfall.52. Be better every day.53. Try to be independent, for example, 2 hours/day after working hours. This book has helped me boost my career, and I'm sure it will help you with your career! Did you read this book? What do you think? Perhaps you
know other books you would recommend? You do risk-reward trading when you are late for a meeting and trying to decide on the right path to work. Risk-reward trading is an important part of making intentional choices about which technologies and domain to invest in. Both ends of the technology adoption curve can be profitableAact on It! Make a list of
early, medium, and late adoption technologies based on the current market. Map them to paper from left to right; the left is bleeding, and the right is filled with technologies that are at sunset. Force yourself to find as many technologies as possible in each part of the spectrum. Be as granular as possible about where on the curve they fall relative to each
other. When you have as many mapped technologies as you can think of, mark the ones you consider strong. So maybe in a different color, mark the ones you have some experience, but are not authoritative. Where are most of your marks on the adoption curve? Do they crowd? Are they spread evenly? Are there technologies on the farthest edges that you
have any special interest? Supply and DemandJoso cannot compete for the price. In fact, you can't afford to compete for the price. When choosing a set of technology to focus on your career, you should understand the effects of increased supply and lower prices on your career prospects. Offshore companies are making word that it is in high demand. Thus,
focusing on niche technologies is a strategy that, while not necessarily making competition less fierce Exploration Market imbalances — going where offshore companies don't go. Act on itRearch demand of current technical skill. Use job posting and career sites to find out which skills are in high demand and in low demand. Find the websites of some
offshore outsourcing companies (or talk to employees of those companies if you work with them). Compare the skills available through these companies with the high-demand list you've compiled. Write down which skills seem to be in high demand internally with little offshore penetration. Make a similar comparison between cutting-edge technologies and
skills available through offshore outsourcing companies. Keep an eye on both sets of technical skills that are subservient by offshore companies. How long does it take for them to fill holes (if ever)? This time gap is the window during which there is a market imbalance. Coding No more You will not be able to sit down and simply master a programming
language or an operating system, operating, the business take care of the business stuff. If all they needed was a code robot, it would be easy to hire someone in another country to do that kind of work. If you want to remain relevant, you'll have to dive into the domain of the business you're in. In fact, a software person must understand a business domain
not only well enough to develop software for him, but also to become one of his authorities. Image of how life would be so much easier if everyone you had to work with really understood how software development works. You wouldn't have to explain to them why it's a bad idea to return 30,000 records on a single page in a web application or why they
shouldn't pass links to your development server. That's how your business customers feel about yours: Imagine how easy it would be to work with these programmers if they just understood what I was asking for without me having to circumvent everything and be so ridiculously specific! It's the business that pays your salary. Now is the time to think about
your business domains in which you invest your time. Intentional thinking in what business domains you should be investing in, now is the time, every day that passes is a missed opportunity. Like leaving your savings in a low-yield savings account when higher interest rates should be applied, leaving your development at the forefront of the business in
estase is a bad investment choice. Act on it! He's having lunch with a businessman. Talk to them about how they do their job. When talking to them, ask yourself what you would have to change or learn if you aspired to have their job. Ask about the details of your daily work. Talk to them about how technology helps them (or slows them down) at work. Think
of your work from their perspective. Do it regularly. Report erratum this copy is (print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison Tyler CODING DON'T CUT IT ANYMORE 33 This may seem like a strange or uncomfortable idea. It's okay. I started doing this several years ago, and it made a huge difference in how I understood and related to the business
I was supporting. I also felt more comfortable talking to my clients, which is a positive side effect. Get a commercial magazine for your company's industry. You probably don't even need to buy one. Most companies have trade problems out there. Start trying to make your way through a magazine. You may not understand everything you read, but be
persistent. Ask lists of questions you can ask your administration or business customers. Even if your questions seem stupid to you, your business customers will like what you're trying to learn. Search for websites of the that you can monitor regularly. Both on websites and in magazines, pay special attention to what are the big news and feature films. What
is your industry industry With? What's the hot new edition now? Whatever it is, bring it with your business clients. Ask them to explain and give you their opinions. Think about how these current trends affect your business, your division, your team, and eventually your work. Be the worst ever to be the worst guy in all the bands you're in. Being the worst guy in
the band brought up the same behavior in me as a saxophonist. I'd play naturally like everyone else. The people around you affect your own performance. Choose your crowd wisely. You think you're inexplicably smarter. You even speak and write more intelligently. Your code and designs get more elegant, and you find that you are able to solve difficult
problems with increasingly creative solutions. You may belong to band A, but you've always been in band B because you're scared. Even when you try to be the worst, you won't be. Act on it! Find a situation that's the worst for yourself. You may not have the luxury of immediately switching teams or companies just because you want to work with better
people. Instead, find a volunteer project where you can work with other developers who will make it better through osmosis. Check for developer group meetings in your city and join those meetings. Developers are often looking for free-time projects to practice new techniques and hone their skills. If you don't have an active developer community nearby, use
the Internet. Choose an open source project that you admire and whose developers seem to be at the next level you are looking to achieve. Go through the to-do list or project mailing list files, choose a feature or a major bug fix, and code! Emulate the style of the code surrounding the project. Turn it into a game. Make your design and code so
indistinguishable from the rest of the project that even the original developers won't remember who wrote it. So when you're satisfied with your work, send it as a patch. If it's good, it'll be accepted into the project. Start again, and do it again. If you've made decisions that project developers disagree with, incorporate your feedback and resubmit or take note of
the changes they make. In your next patch, try placing it with less rework. Eventually, you will be a trusted member of the project team. You'll be amazed at what you can learn from a remote set of senior developers, even if you never get a chance to hear their voices. Invest in His Intelligence. Take the opportunity. Act on it! Learn a new programming
language. But, don't go from Java to C# or from C to C++. Learn a new language that makes you think in a new way. If is a Java or C# programmer, try learning a language like Smalltalk or Ruby that does not employ strong and static typing. Or Or Or you've been doing object-oriented programming for a long time, try a functional language like Haskell or
Scheme. You don't need to become an expert. Work through enough code to really make you feel the difference in the new programming environment. If it doesn't seem strange enough, either you've chosen the wrong language or you're applying your old way of thinking about the new language. Go out of your way to learn the expressions of the new
language. Ask the ancients to review your code and make suggestions that make it more idiomaticly correct. Do not listen to your parentsSO advice oriented not to lose. Thinking about not losing is not the way to win! Tak tak winning risk. They think where they want to go - not where the rest of the pack is. Fear-driven career planning is more likely to land on
a cubicle farm for the rest of your life than on the road to greatness. Sure, it's safe, but it's not fun. But if your work isn't fun, as we realize, you don't do a fantastic job on it. I've worked on more difficult problems, and I've been rewarded more than ever. Sometimes it was scary, but when I decided to be less fearful and conservative in my career choice, the
shape and tone of my career —my life—changed for the better. Act on it! What are your biggest fears in your career? Think of the last career choices you've made. They don't have to be big decisions (after all, if you're making choices motivated by fear, your decisions probably aren't big anyway). They may be if you have taken on special tasks or if you have
applied for a job change or promotion. Make a list of these choices and, for each of them, force yourself to make an honest assessment: how much was your decision driven by fear? What would you have done if fear hadn't been a factor? If the decision was really motivated by fear, how can you reverse it or find a similar opportunity to make the choice less
motivated by fear? Being generalist Generalists are rare... and therefore precious. Your skills must go beyond the technology platforms. Act on it! On a piece of paper or a whiteboard, list the dimensions in which you may or may not be generalizing your knowledge and skills. For each dimension, write your specialty. For example, if the Platform and Operating
System are one of your dimensions, you can write Windows/.NET next to it. Now, to the right of your specialty, write one or more topics that you should put on your Learn list. Continuing with the same example, you can write Linux and Java (or even Ruby or Perl). As soon as possible (some time this week at most!), find thirty minutes of time to start
addressing at least one of the Learn items in your list. Don't read about it. If possible, have some practical experience. If it's web technology, download a web server package and configure it yourself. If you are a one topic, find one of your clients at work and ask them to go out to lunch for a chat. Be an expert For many of us seem to believe that specializing
in something simply means not knowing about other things. Most software developers are not responsible for life-or-death situations. If they make a mistake, it usually results in excessprojects or production bugs that simply cost their employers money, not lives. Act on it! Do you use a programming language that compiles and runs on a virtual machine? If so,
take the time to learn about the interns of how your VM works. For Java, .NET, and Smalltalk, many books and websites are dedicated to the theme. It's easier to learn about what you think. Whether or not your language depends on a VM, take some time to study what happens when you compile a source file. How does the code you type pass text that you
can read to instructions that a computer can perform? What would it mean to write your own compiler? When you import or use external libraries, where do they come from? What does it really mean to import an external library? How do your compiler, operating system, or virtual machine connect multiple pieces of code to form a coherent system? Learning
these facts will take several steps closer to being a technology expert of choice. Find an opportunity - at work or outside - to teach a lesson on some aspect of a technology that you would like to develop some depth. As you'll see in Be a Mentor, teaching is one of the best ways to learnNot put all your eggs in someone else's basketThis guy wanted to build
his career around a specific technology created by a specific company of which he was not an employee. Let's fool myself into thinking that market leader is the same thing as the standard. Vendor-centric visualizations are typically short-sighted. Act on it! Try a little project twice. Experiment once in your basic technology and then once, as idiomaically as
possible, on a competing technology. Love or leave you have to be passionate about your work if you want to be great at your job. If you don't mind, he'll show you. That was the difference between me and my overeducated and underperforming colleagues at work. Passion, work because you couldn't stop working. We can't all be Mozart or Coltrane. But we
can all take a big step away from mediocrity by finding work that we are passionate about. It can be a technology or business domain that gets you excited. Or, on the other hand, it can be a specific technology or business domain that drags yours down. Or some kind of organization. You are destined for small or large teams Or processed hard. Or agile
process. Whatever the mixture is, take some time to find yours. You can pretend for a while, but the lack of passion will reach you and your work. Act in It! Go find a job you're really passionate about. Starting next keep two weeks of a simple log. Every working day when you wake up, sorts your arousal level on a scale of 1 to 10-1 means you'd rather come
down with a real illness than go to work, and 10 means you could hardly stay in bed because you were consumed by the idea of doing the next thing. After two weeks of keeping this record, review the results. Were there spikes? Were there trends? Was everything low or all high? What would your average grade be if it was a school test? For the next two
weeks, every morning plan how you're going to make a 10 tomorrow. Plan what you're going to do today to make tomorrow one of those working days that you can't wait to get started. Every day, record yesterday's level of excitement. If after two weeks things seem sad, maybe it's time to consider a big change. Part II: Investing your product has always
wanted to be able to do so. One technique leads to the next, and a barrier breaking training session motivates the next. You're going to have to invest in that product. Inbusiness, ideas and even talent are a dozen cents. It's the blood, sweat, tears and money you pour into a product that makes something worthwhile. Don't wait to be told. Ask! Many of the
best software people I've worked with over the years have become more experts in their fields than even some of their business clients. Order a fish; eat for a day. Ask someone to teach you how to fish; eat for a lifetime. Better yet, don't ask to be taught - go learn for yourself. Act on it! How and why? —Or when you sit here reading or the next time you're at
work, think about the facets of your work that you may not fully understand. You may ask yourself two extremely useful questions about any area to deepen the blurred layers: How does it work? and Why does this (have to) happen? You may not even be able to answer the questions, but the very act of asking them will put you in a new state of mind and will
generate a higher level of awareness about your work environment. How does the IIS server end up passing requests to my ASP.NET? Why do I have to generate these interfaces and deployment descriptors for my EJB applications? How does my compiler handle dynamic versus static bindings? Why do we calculate taxes differently if a buyer lives in
Montana? Of course, the answer to any of these questions will lead to another potential opportunity to ask the question again. When you can't go further down the how and why tree, you've probably gone far enough. Tip - Choose one of the most critical but neglected tools in your toolbox to focus on. Maybe it's your version control system, a library that you
use extensively, but you looked only superficially, or maybe the editor you use in programming. When you choose the tool, move a small period of time each day to learn a new new thing the tool that will make you more productive or put you in better control over your development environment. You can, for example, choose to master the GNU Bourne Again
Shell (bash). During one of those times when your mind begins to wander from the task in question, instead of loading Slashdot, you can search for tips on the Internet. Within a minute or two, you should find something useful that you did not know about using the shell. Of course, now that you have a new trick, you can dive into your guts with a series of
Hows and Whys. ReportLearn How companies really work We work for a business, and our job was to contribute to making or saving money for that business. You can't creatively help a business until you know how it works. In the business world, we hear the phrase all the time. How many of us really understand what the end result is and what contributes
to it? More importantly, how many of us really understand how we contribute to the end result? Understanding your company's financial drivers -- and language -- will give you the ability to make significant changes. Acton It! Go get a book on basic business, and work through it. One trick to finding a good overview book is to look for books on how to get a
master's degree in business administration (MBA). One of those books that I found particularly useful (and pleasantly short) is the Ten Day MBA [Sil99]. You can really get through this in ten days. That's not a very big investment. Ask someone to pray for your company or division and explain it to you (if that's information your company doesn't mind sharing
with your employees). Explain them back. Find out why the bottom line is called the bottom line. Find a mentorSo it's okay to depend on someone. Just make sure you're the one. Just being able to beat up the people in your close family can be pretty good. But if you played with a tournament player, you would find that chess is a much deeper game than
you've ever known. If you were to play with a great master, you would have another revelation. If you keep playing with, and beating, your close family members, you may get the idea that you are really good at chess. With a model, there is no incentive to improve. Being more experienced and already successful, a person in such a role would have the
respect of a significant network of people. The mentor becomes a positively enhanced connection of you with your network. It's not what you know. It's who you know. Act on It! Mentoring yourself — We would all ideally have someone to actively guide us, but the reality is that we won't always be able to find someone in the same place that we can put on that
role. Here's a way to mentor yourself. Think about the in your field that you most admire. Most of us already have a short list of some stage in our careers. It may be someone we work with, or you can report that this copy is (Print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison Tyler FIND A MENTOR 73 to be someone whose work we admire. List the ten
most important attributes of this model. Choose the attributes that are the reason you chose this person to be your model. These attributes can be specific areas of skill, such as the breadth of technology, or the depth of your knowledge in some particular domain. Or, they can be more personal features, such as the ability to make staff members comfortable
or that they are an engaging speaker. Now, classify these qualities in order of importance, being 1 the least important and 10 being the most important. You have created and styled a list of attributes that you find admirable and important. These are the ways in which you should strive to imitate your chosen model. But how do you choose which one to focus
on first? Add a column to the list, and for each item in the list, imagine how your model would rank you on a scale of 1 through 10 (10 being the best). Try to really put yourself in the mind of your model and observe yourself as if it were a third person. When you have the attributes, rank, and your own classifications, in a final column subtract your rank in each
row from the importance level you gave in the previous column. If you rated something like 10, the most important attribute of your model, and your rating was 3, this gives you a final priority score of 7. Having filled this column through, sorting yourself in descending order will give you a priority list among the top ten areas in which you need to improve. Start
with the two or three main items, and make a concrete list of tasks you can start doing now to improve yourself. Be a MentorThere is no better way to crystallize your understanding of something than to force it to express it to someone else so they can understand it. Whenever he really wants to learn about something, he writes about it. To find out if you
really know something try teaching it to someone else. Knowing facts is not the same as understanding their causes and ramifications. It is this kind of deeper understanding that we develop by teaching others. When you teach, you have to answer questions that may never have occurred to you. When you are in a mentoring relationship with someone, you
form an alliance with each other. Such a network is a great place to circulate difficult problems or look for work. Mentors tend not to get fired. You find a mind and not going out and declaring yourself a guru, but by being experienced and willing to patiently share that knowledge. You don't have to create formal mentoring relationship to achieve these benefits.
Start helping people, and the rest will come naturally. Act on it! Find someone someone take under his wings. You can find someone younger and less experienced in your company, maybe an intern. Or, you could talk to the computer science department or information systems at your local university and volunteer to mentor a college student. Find an online
forum and choose a topic. Start helping. Become known for your desire and ability to patiently help people learn. Practice, Practice, Practice When you practice music, it shouldn't sound good. If you always look good during training sessions, it means you're not stretching your boundaries. Athletes push themselves to the limit during workouts so they can
expand these limits to real performance. THey let ugliness happen behind closed doors - not when they're actually working. If we're going to try to compete based on quality, we have to stop treating our jobs as a practice session. We have to invest time in our craft. If I sat down to practice and nothing but beautiful sound came out, I'd know I wasn't practicing.
Similarly, if I sit down to practice coding and nothing but elegant code comes out, I,, probably sitting a little near the center of my current capabilities instead of the edges, where a good practice session should put me. Practice on your limits. Go look at the to-do list for a software you'd like to practice and give yourself a limited amount of time to implement the
new feature. Once you've chosen a feature, download the source code of the software and start exploring. How do you know where to look? What tricks do you use to find your way around a meaningful set of code? The real goal is to understand what you are looking at as soon as possibleImrovization: Improvisation is to take some structure or constraint and
create something new, in real time, on top of that structure. A great way to sharpen your mind and improve your improvised coding skills is to practice with self-imposed restrictions. Choose a simple program and try to write it with these restrictions. The important thing is to meet your practice needs and make sure that you are not practicing during your
performances. You have to give time to practice. It's your responsibility. Act on It! TopCoder — TopCoder.com is a long-standing programming competition site. You can sign up for an account and compete online for prizes. Even if you're not interested in competing with others, TopCoder offers a practice room with a large collection of practice issues that
you can use as excellent fodder for your practice sessions. Go sign up, and try. Report erratum this copy is (print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison Tyler PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE 80Code — Dave Thomas, one of the Pragmatic Programmers (our beloved editor), took the idea of coding practice and did something... Well, pragmatic
out of it. He created a series of what he calls Kata, which are small thought-provoking exercises that programmers can do in the language of their choice. Each kata emphasizes a specific technique or thought process, providing a concrete flexion of the mental muscles. At the time of this impression, Dave created twenty-one of these kata and made them
available for free on his weblog (http:// codekata.pragprog.com/). On weblog, you'll also find links to a mailing list and solutions to others' exercises, along with discussion about how problems were resolved. Your challenge: work all 21 kata. Keep a diary (maybe a weblog?) of your experiences with kata. When you're done working on all the 21 exercises,
write your own kata, and share it with others. The Way That You Do ItA much thought was put into the process of making good software (and products in general) Much of this previous art was encoded into a group of methodologies. If you want to feel your own process, help implement it. You can work in an environment where a process is passed from
above. The practices have often been watered down and reinterpreted to the point of being unrecognizable from the originals. The best process to follow is what makes your team more productive and results in the best products. If you can't do the process, you can't make the product. It's much easier to find someone who can make the software work than to
find someone who can make software work. Thus, adding knowledge of the software development process to your arsenal can only help you. Act on it! Choose a software development methodology and grab a book, start reading websites, and join a mailing list. Look at the methodology with a critical eye. What do you think your strengths and weaknesses
would be? What would be the barriers to implementing it where you work? Then do the same with another. Contrast your strengths and weaknesses. How could you combine their approaches? On the shoulders of GiantsMine existing code for insights. Design patterns have formalized the study of existing code, making the practice accessible to a large
number of software professionalsSusus more important than finding solutions to specific problems is using existing code as a mirror to inspect our own style and capabilities. As you are reading through code, you will find things you would never have done. You'll find things you may never have thought of. Because? What was the developer thinking? What
were his or her motivations? You can even learn from bad code with this kind of critical and self-conscious exploration of an existing job. By looking at this code with a critical look, you will begin to develop your own tastes as well as with music, art or literature. Various styles and devices will amuse you, surprise you, annoy you and challenge you. You're
going to everything from tricks that make you more productive to designing paradigms that completely change the way you approach a class of problems. A positive side effect of reading code is that you will learn more about what already exists. When you have a new problem that needs to be solved, you may remember that Oh, I saw a library that
implements MIME-type handling in such and such a project. Act on it! Choose a project, and read it like a book. Take notes. Outline the good and the bad. Write a review and publish it. Find at least one trick or pattern that you can use from it. Find at least one bad thing that you've noticed that you'll add to your checklist What not to do when you're developing
software. Find a group of people with similar minds, and meet once a month. Each session has someone who indicates some code to study—2 lines to 200 lines. Break it. Discuss what's behind it. Think about the decisions that were for him. Reflect the code that isn't there. Automating on an Isautomation is part of the DNA of our industry. So imagine that
your company is in the business of creating websites for small businesses. You basically need to create the same website multiple times, with contacts, searches, shopping carts, works. You can hire a small number of really fast programmers to build the sites for you, hire an army of low-cost programmers to do everything manually and repeatedly, or create
a system to generate the sites. Act on it! Choose a task that you typically do repeatedly, and write a code generator for it. Start simple. Don't worry about reuse. Just make sure your generator saves you time. Think of a way to raise the level of abstraction of what you are generating. Search model-based architecture (MDA). Try some of the tools available.
Look somewhere in your work to apply the concepts of MDA, if not the complete device. Think about applying MDA concepts only with the tools you use every day from IT Consultant to Managing DirectorThe lesson here is that if you need to contact a venture capitalist, work hard to get a warm reference, since it's the best ay to get a foot in the door. I
positioned this as a low-risk proposition for them, not asking them for a long-term commitment (analogous to a try-before-you-buy program_. Part III — ExecutionHow will an application of similar scope to those in which we spend weeks working in the office complete in a single weekend? In design assessments and office status meetings, you often dreamed
of taking a small team out of the bureaucratic environment and tearing up the creation of a new app in time What can we do now? A sense of urgency, even if manufactured, is enough to easily double or triple your productivity. Try it, and you'll see. You can do this faster. You can do it now. You can do it to talk about doing it. If you treat your projects like a
race, you will come to an end much faster than if you treat them like a prison cell. Act on it! Look at your proverbial dish. Examine the tasks that have been in it for a long time, the projects that are beginning to grow, or the ones you're just a little stuck in - maybe in bureaucracy, maybe in the paralysis of analysis. Find one you could do between the cracks of
your normal job when you would normally be browsing the web, checking your email or making a long lunch. Turn a multi-mare project into a task of less than a week. Mind ReaderHe had this strange ability to predict what you were going to ask him to do and do it before thinking about it. The trick was that he was just doing things I had already said I wanted.



I had just said they were. Mind reading applies not only to your managers, but also to your customers. The mind reading trick, if done right, takes people depending on you. If you always do what your customers ask when they ask for them, you will satisfy your customers. However, if you do more than they ask or you've done things before you ask, you'll
delight them Grandma's mind reading work that can force the system down a specific architectural path or limit what the system can do in some way. It makes it less functional or desirable for custom. Beware of guessing when it comes to user interfaces especially. Act on it! An initial reviewer of this book, Karl Brophey suggests that for your next project or a
system you maintain, start making some notes about what you think your users and managers will ask for. Be creative. Try to see the system from their point of view. Once you have a list of the not-so-obvious features that can arise, think about how you could implement each feature more effectively. Think of edge cases that your users may not immediately
keep in mind. As you sign in to the project or upgrade requests, track your hit rate. How many of your guesses were features that you were actually asked to implement? When your guessed resources came up, were you able to use the ideas you came up with in your brainstorming session? Daily HitH has an accomplishment to report every day. Every day
has some kind of exceptional accomplishment to report to your manager. Simply setting a goal and tracking that type of achievement can radically change your behavior. When you start looking for excellent achievements, you naturally go through the process of evaluating and prioritizing your activities based on the business value of you migh work. If you
have to produce one success per day, you can't spend two elaborating the perfect task. This kind of thinking and work becomes a habit and not a great production. Act on it! Block half an hour on your and sit with a pencil and paper in a quiet place where you will not be interrupted. Think about the little problems your team has on a daily basis. Write them
down. What are the annoying tasks that waste a few minutes of team time every day, but no one has had the time or energy to do anything? Where in your current project are you doing something manually that could be automated? Write that down. How about your construction or deployment process? Anything you can clean up? How can you reduce
failures in your construction? Write down all these ideas. Give yourself 20 minutes of this. Write down all your ideas - good or bad. Don't allow yourself to give up until 20 minutes to 10 are. After making your list, on a new sheet of paper write your five favorite items (most annoying). Next week, on Monday, take the first item on the list, and do something to do
with it. On Tuesday, take the second item, Wednesday, day 3, and so on. Remember who you work for in a well-structured environment, your manager's goals are your team's goals. Solve your manager's problem, and you solved a problem for the team. If the manager's job is to know and set priorities, but not personally do all the work, then your job is to do
all the work. You're not doing the manager's job for im or her. You're doing your job. Your manager's successes are your successes. If you're really worried about who gets the credit, remember that it's your manager who holds the keys to your career. In most organizations, it is the direct manager who influences performance ratings, salary actions, bonuses
and promotions, so the credit you seek is finally cashed out with your manager. Remember who you work for. You will not only align with business needs, but you will align the business with your needs. If you're going to catch running your job, this will ensure that you're running the right things. Act on it! Act with him! Schedule a meeting with your manager.
The agenda is that you understand your coach's goals for the team over the next month, quarter, and year. Ask how you can make a difference. After the meeting, review how your daily work aligns with your team's goals. Let them be a filter for everything you do. Prioritize your work based on these goals. Wherever you are ambitious, but do not wear up your
sleeve. Act on it! Save your career goals for a week. Write down your goals for your current work. Instead of thinking about where you want to go next, think about what you want to have accomplished when you finish the job you're on. What can you have produced in this work that will be great? Create a strategic and tactical plan. Spend the week
implementing these tactics in support of the goal long-term term of the work. During lunchlunches breaks up with your co-workers, focus the conversation on these goals. Get away and those around you from any conversation about career advancement or office politics and gossip. At the end of the week, take stock of your progress to meet these work goals.
How long will it take for you to accomplish everything you feel you need in your current role? How will you know you're done? Plan for next week and repeat. How good is the work I can do today? How much more fun your work would be if you could treat the most uninteresting and annoying tasks with the same feverish desire to make them right When we
have more fun, we do better work. So when we have no interest in a task, we are bored, and our work suffers as a result. Act on it! Make it visible — Turn these boring tasks into a competition with your co-workers. Look who can do better. You don't like writing unit tests? Print the number of test claims for the code you checked every day, and hang it on your
cubicle walls. Keep a score for the whole team. Compete for bragging rights (or even prizes). At the end of a project, arrange for the winner to have their grunt work done by the rest of the team for an entire week. How much are you worth? Ask: Was It Worth It Today? Act on it! When companies make investments, they try to make sure they are using their
money in the best possible way. Simply calculate Erratum Report this copy is (Print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison Tyler HOW MUCH ARE YOU WORTH? 114 a return on investment (I put in $100 and get back $120) is not enough to make a smart decision. Among other factors, companies have to take into account inflation, opportunity
cost and risk. Specifically intuitive for those of us who have not gone to business school is the concept of money time value. At risk of oversimplification, it's more or less like this: a dollar today is worth more than a dollar next year, because a dollar today can be used to generate more dollars. Most companies establish a rate of return bar, under which an
investment will not be made. Investments have to yield an agreed percentage in an agreed period of time, or are not made. This number is called the obstacle rate. Find out what your company's obstacle rate is and apply it to your salary. Are you a good investment? A stone in a bucket of water Your presence at work is, for the company, like a stone in a
bucket of water. Of course, the water level is higher as a result. You do things. You do your part. Buy, if you take the stone out of the bucket and stay behind to look at the water, you don't really see a difference. You should never get too comfortable. He professed to walk every day and intentionally and explicitly reminding himself that he could be knocked off
his pedestal any day: Today could be this, he would sayBeware of de blinded by his own success. Feeling irreplaceable is a bad sign, especially as a software developer. If you can't be overridden, it probably means that you perform tasks in such a way that others also can't do them. If you are replaceable, nothing is stopping you from moving on to the next
big job. Act on it! Inventory the code you wrote or you keep and all the tasks you perform. Write down anything for which the team is completely dependent on you. You may be the only one who fully understands the process of deploying your application. Or there's a section of code that you wrote that's especially difficult for the rest of the team to understand.
Each of these items goes to your to-do list. Document, automate, or refactor every piece of code or task so it can be easily understood by anyone on your team. Do this until you run out of your original list. Proactively share these documents with your team and your leader. Make sure that documents are stored somewhere so that they remain easily
accessible to the team. Repeat this exercise periodicallyPrey maintenance of loveMaintenance can be a place of freedom and creativity. Act on it! Measure, improve, measure — For the most critical application or code you maintain, make a list of measurable factors that represent application quality. This can be response time for the application, number of
unhandled exceptions that are thrown during processing, or application uptime. Or, if you deal directly with support, do not directly evaluate the quality for the application. The support request return time (how quickly you respond and resolve issues) is an important part of your users' experience with the app. Choose the most important attributes of these
measurable attributes and start measuring them. Once you have a good baseline measurement, set a realistic goal and improve the performance (or yours) of the application to achieve that goal. After making an improvement, measure again to see if you really made the improvement you wanted. If you have, share with your team and customers. Choose
another metric, and do it again. After the first, you will find that it becomes fun, like a game. Improve measurably things like this gets addictive. BurnOne's many sources of controversy surrounding the Extreme Programming movement is its initial assertion that team members should work no more than forty hours a week. Projects are marathons, not races.
You get to work and think, I only have eight hours! Go, go, go, go, go, go, go, go, go, go, With rigorous barriers in the start and end times, you naturally begin to organize your time more effectively. can start with a set of tasks that need to be done for the day, and you put them out in prioriada order and start nailing them one at a time. If your work intensely
every day, you will find that the work does not follow you Not only are you deliberately preventing yourself from working after hours, buying your mind will actually allow you to stop working after hours. Budget your working hours carefully. Work less, and you'll get more. Work is always more welcome when you take time away from it. Act on it! Make sure you
get a good night's sleep. Tomorrow, have breakfast and start working at the exact time (preferably a little earlier than usual). Work hard for four hours. Take an hour for lunch. So work for another four hours so intensely that you are absolutely exhausted and can't do anything else. Go home, relax and have fun. Learn how to failIf you've never walked through
a minefield before, you may not know which pieces of dirt you don't step on. If your software has not complained to you regularly, you may not know where the dangerous nooks and crannies are. You can program so defensively when you are coding blind. A craftsman is actually put to the test when mistakes arise. Learning to deal with mistakes is a skill that
is highly valuable and difficult to teach. Every wrong note is to buy a step away from the right. Because we all make mistakes, we also know that everyone makes mistakes. So, within reason, we don't judge each other for the mistakes we make. We judge each other on how we deal with these inevitable mistakes. Stressful times offer the best opportunities to
retain. Say No The quickest way to lose your commitments is to make commitments that you know you can't fulfill. To say yes to avoid disappointment is to lie. You will notice that when you meet a true guru in a subject area, they are never afraid to admit when they don't know something. I don't know it's not a phrase for the insecure. Act on It! Karl Brophey, a
reviewer, suggests keeping a list of every appointment you make:O you have been asked for an expiration date? What did you commit to? If you have been replaced, record what you thought and what you were told to accept. Record when you delivered. Look at this on a daily basis. Communicate where you'll fail as soon as you know. Examine this month -
what is your hit rate? How many times are you right? Don't panic like most skills, a great way to get good at it is to watch masters at work. In my days of Doom, there was such a master who passed through the ironic online cable Noskill. Noskill was doom's de facto champion. People from all over North America would pay long-distance phone fees to try their
luck against him. These matches would all be recorded with doom's built-in game recording facility. I watched each one. It didn't take long to know his secret. Of course, he was generally good game, but there was an obvious key to his success: he never panicked. Doom was the kind of game in which a round could literally end seconds after it starts. It was
really really I remember my first game of death. Generate, die, spawn, die, desa spawn, die. When I finally managed to stay alive for more than a few seconds, I found myself running aimlessly, i could barely keep track of where I was. But Noskill never acted like that. No matter how difficult the situation, you could tell by watching the recordings that he was
always relaxed and always thinking about what to do next. He was always seemingly aware of how his current context fit into the overall form of the match. Heroes never panic. Now I have to admit that not panicking in stressful situations is easier said than done. It's like telling someone to be happy. Sure, that's good advice, but how do you do that? How do
you avoid panicking when things seem to be falling apart? To answer that question, it helps to think a little bit about why we panicked. We panicked because we lost perspective. When something is wrong, it is difficult not to focus all attention on the problem. To some extent, this is a good way to solve problems. Unfortunately, it also makes the problem,
however small it may seem more important than it is, and with the inflated problem and high stress levels, our brains shut down. Act on it! Keep a panic journal. The key to panicking before this happens is to develop a greater real-time awareness of your perception and emotions as they happen. I was fortunate enough to learn how to do this by analyzing my
reactions to situations after the fact. I'm report erratum this copy is (print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison Tyler NOT PANIC 134 not smart enough to naturally keep a background thread running and analyzing my thoughts as they happen, but I found that if I practice offline analysis, I get better and better at doing real-time analysis. Saying that
you will do a better job of analyzing your reactions and actually doing it are two different things. Keeping a journal will help add structure to the process. Every day at a specific time (use a calendar with a reminder!), open a text file and record any situation that has caused panic, even if only a little. Once a week, look back at last week's list and take stock of
the lasting impact of each panic-inducing situation. Did the situation deserve panic? What would have been the most productive reaction to the situation? What would the hero of a dramatized film about his life have done instead of panicking? After some training, you will find the analysis to start happening while panic sets in. As you rationally explore the
reasons for your panic in real time, you will find that the panic itself takes a back seat and eventually dissipates. Say, do, show the The easiest way to ever do anything is to never commit to anything. If you don't have a deadline, you don't have any pressure or too much to finish something. This is especially true when the something that needs to be done is
not 100% exciting. The plans don't have to be big and drawn. A list in a text document or email is perfectly fine. The plans don't have to cover a large period of time. Be able to start the day and answer the question What are you going to do today? it's a great first step. Status reports can help you market yourself. Your leaders want you to have independence
and ownership. Making, executing and communicating plans will help you achieve both. Part IV - Marketing... Not only for suitsas a manager told me recently, if someone does something really fantastic and no one knows about it, in their eyes it didn't happen. Pragmatically speaking, managers don't have time to closely monitor what every employee is doing
every day you can have the best product in history, but if you don't do some kind of advertising, no one will buy it. We all know - especially in the software world - that the best product doesn't always win. Performance evaluations are never objective. Act on That! Perceptions are driven by different factors, depending on who the audience is. Your mother
doesn't care much about how well you can design object-oriented systems, but your teammates can. Understanding what is important in each of your relationships is an important part of building credible insights with those you interact with. Think about the different classes of relationships you usually have with the people in the office. For example, you
probably have teammates who do the same kind of work that you do. You also probably have a direct manager, and you can have one or more customers and a project manager. Take these different groups (or whatever actually applies given the structure of your workplace) and list them. Next to each, write down which of your attributes are most likely to
drive this group's perception of you. Put a little thought on your own list. How can you change your behavior as a result of this list? How have you been adjusting your focus as you interact with each group? How have you not adequately adjusted your behavior? Adventure Tour GuideYour managers and customers we're talking about have a dirty little secret:
they're afraid of you. And for good reason. You're smart. You speak an enigmatic language that they don't understand. You make them feel stupid with your sometimes sarcastic comment. Your job is to be your client's tour guide through the relentless terrain of the world of information technology. You'll make your customers comfortable as you guide them
through an unknown place. You will show them the sights and where they want to go, avoiding the odorless parts of the city you've encountered in the past. Act on it! Check yourself out — Are you the grumpy old ogre code that everyone fears? Are you sure? Sure? Are they afraid to tell you? Enter this copy (Print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for
Alison Tyler ADVENTURE TOUR GUIDE 151 Go through your mailbox and find examples of emails you sent to colleagues, managers, and less technical customers. As you read, try to see things from the recipient's perspective. If any time has passed since you sent the messages, you will be able to see yourself as a third-party observer would. Better yet,
show your mother the e-mails. Tell her that someone she works with sent the messages to a customer, and ask her how the messages would make her feel. Jump the fence — Find an opportunity to be thrown in a situation where you are not the expert and therefore depends on others who are. If you have two left feet, imagine yourself on a football team. If
you have two left thumbs, imagine that you are part of the National Knitting Team. Would you like your colleagues to communicate with you? Me Rite Reel NiceWhen you really take a step back and take a look at the overall picture, the writing skills are needed and are missing. You may be a great coder, but if you can't express yourself in words, you won't be
very effective in a distributed team. The ability to shape an idea and lead a reader through a thought process to a logical conclusion is not much different from the ability to create a clear design and implementation of the system that future maintainers will be able to understand. Act on it! Start keeping a development journal. Write a little on it every day,
explaining what you've been working on, justifying your design decisions, and vetoing difficult technical or professional decisions. Even if you're the primary (or unique— audience, pay attention to the quality of your writing and your ability to express yourself clearly. Occasionally reread old entries, and criticize them. Adjust your new entries based on what you
liked and didn't like the old ones. Not only will your writing improve, but you can also use this journal as a way to strengthen your understanding of the decisions you make and as a place to refer when you need to understand how or why you did something earlier. Learn to type. If you don't even touch, take a course or download some software that teaches
you. You are more likely to be comfortable and natural in your writing if you are comfortable with the input method itself. Of course, with all this writing you'll do, you'll save some time learning how to type quickly. Being present Face-to-face communication is incredibly effective. You can hear the other part more clearly. You can explicitly use visual gadgets to
get points through using manual movements or drawings on whiteboards. And we implicitly express a lot of content in our facial expressions without even consciously realizing it. Learning To Learn their colleagues. Act on it! One day next week, force yourself (within reason) not to send any email. Every time you usually sent an email, or called the person you
would have sent on the phone or (better) went to their office and talked to them in person. Make a list of co-workers, bosses, and clients you don't talk to enough. Put recurring appointments in your calendar to call and check in with them (either by phone or in person). Make the conversations short and meaningful. Use them to communicate something work-
related and also to simply make a human connection. SpeakMarket suit your achievements in the language of your business. Act on it! Make a list of your recent achievements. Write down the business benefit for each. If there are achievements on the list for which you cannot write a business benefit, ask a trusted manager or acquaintance how they would
frame the benefit. Make your speech in the elevator and memorize. Change the worldand a mission. Make sure people know. You need to make changes, but not change within yourself or your own work (that's a given). You need to make visible changes through your team, organization, or company. You may be carrying the torch for unit testing, driving
testing practices to the hearts of the unwashed masses of your company's programmer pool. Or it could be something bigger, like a radical introduction of new technologies that will lead to cheaper systems and better made faster. You do these things because you are internally led to do them. You can't just stand back and watch the people in your company
do the wrong thing. You know things could be better, and you have to change them. If you're out to change the world, you're bound to make some people angry. All right, as long as your intentions are right. Act on it! Catalog the crusades you personally witnessed in the workplace. Think of the people you worked with who behaved as if they continued on a
mission. Think of the most motivated and effective people in the places where you've worked. What were their missions? Can you think of such missions that have been inappropriate? Where is the line between unity and fanaticism? Did you see people cross it? Let your voice be heard You have to think bigger than the IT workers of the past. While moving
from level 23 programmer to level 24 programmer analyst can really be your short-term career goal as a programmer today, you need to think beyond the next promotion or even your current place of employment. Place your views higher. Don't think of yourself as a programmer in a specific company - after all, you're not likely to be in the same place forever -
as a participating member of an industry. You're a craftsman or an artist. You have something to share besides the expense reporting application you are developing for your human resources department or bugs has been stacked in your company's problem tracking system. Weblog is a training ground. Write on the web as if you were writing a resource
column for your favorite magazine. Practice the craft of writing. Your ability will increase, and your confidence will grow. Act on it! If you don't already have a weblog, create one now. Go to one of the many free weblog hosting sites and set up one. Now create a new text file on your computer. In it, create a list of possible weblog topics. These are future
articles that you will write. Don't limit yourself to epic ideas. Shoot for ideas you can write in ten to twenty minutes. Stop when the list has ten items (unless you're inspired—continue). Inform erratum this copy is (printing P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison Tyler LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD 165 Save the file, but leave it open. If you restart,
reopen the file. You have three weeks. Every day, choose an item from the list and write an article. Don't think about it too much. Write and publish. In the articles, link to other weblogs with related articles. As you read the list to choose the topic each day, feel free to add ideas to it. After the end of the three weeks, choose your two favorite articles and send
them to user-moderated news sites such as Digg and Reddit. If you still have ideas on your list, keep writing. Build your brand Your name is your brand. Remember that the things you choose to do and associate with have a lasting impact on what your name means to people. And now that many of our interactions occur over the Internet on public forums,
websites, and mailing lists, many of our actions are public and cached, indexed, and searchable—forever. You can forget it, but Google doesn't. Keep your mark with all your strength. Protect him from yourself. That's all you've got. Act on it! Google yourself — Google your full name in quotation marks. See the first four pages of results (are there really four
pages of results?). What could anyone assume about you following only the links of the first four pages of Google results? Are you represented in the first four pages of search results for your name? Is the image that these first four pages paint a picture that you enjoy? Do the same search again, but this time pay special attention to forum and mailing list
conversations. Are you one? Release Your CodeAnyone can use Rails. Few can say rails taxpayer. Open source contributions demonstrate skill. If you're making real code and contributing to a real project, it's much better on your resume than just saying you know a technology. Anyone can write Rails or Nant on their Very few can write taxpayer rails or nant
committer. Leading an open source project can demonstrate much more than technical capability. It takes skills in release management, documentation, and support of products and community to foster a community around your efforts. Act on it! Stuart Halloway15 does a conference workshop he calls Refactotum. If you get a chance to participate, I highly
recommend it, but the gist is this: Take a piece of open source software with unit tests. Run the unit tests through a code coverage analyzer. Find the least tested part of the system and write tests to improve the coverage of this code. Untested code is often intestable code. Refactor to make the code more testable. Send your change as a patch. The
beautiful thing about this is that it is measurable and can be done quickly. There's no excuse not to try. ObservabilityDemo or die! Act on it! Start small, but try to do something remarkable in your current project or work. One way to experiment is to shoot for remarkable erratum report this copy is (print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison
TylerABILITY REMARK 173 productivity. Project schedules are often too filling in. Find something that everyone thinks will take a week and do it in a day. Work overtime for him if you need to do it. You don't have to have a habit of working overtime, but this is an experiment. Do the job in a remarkably short time. See if people observe. If not, why not? If so,
in what way? Adjust the variables and try again. Doing HangFear is between us and the professionals. Act on it! Choose one of your favorite pieces of software and send an email to its creator. Start by thanking him or her for the software. Then make a suggestion, ask a question, or make some other attempt to establish a human connection with them.
Request a response of some kind. If the software is free or open source, offer to help in any way. Think of someone local for you you that you admire or would like to learn from. Look for a situation where you can see the person (a group meeting or user speech is a good possibility), and go out of your way to start a conversation, even if it makes you
uncomfortable—especially if it makes you uncomfortable. Part V — Maintaining your edge Your shiny new skills are already obsolete. Act on it! Carve the weekly time to investigate the bloody edge. Make room for at least two hours a week in order to search for new Erratum Report this copy is (print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison Tyler
ALREADY OBSOLETE 183 technologies and to start developing skills in them. Do a practical job with these new technologies. Build simple applications. Prototype of new and technological versions of the hard bits of your projects to understand what the differences are and what new technologies allow. Put that time on your calendar. Don't get lost. You've
already lost your job. Act on it! If you are a programmer, try a day or two to do your job as if were a tester or a project manager. What are the many roles you can play in the day-to-day that you have never explicitly considered? Make a list, and try them for size. Spend a day in each. You may not even change your actual work production, but you will see your
work differently. Path without DestinyThe real meat of your career is not promotions and wage advances. It's the time you spend working on these advances. Or, more importantly, it's the time you spend working regardless of progress. Focus on doing, not being done. Focusing on the end makes you forget to make the process good. And, bad processes
create bad products. The product can meet your minimum requirements, but your guts will be ugly. You've optimized for the ultimate short-term goal – not for the inevitable and ongoing future of product development. Not only do bad processes make bad products, but bad products do bad processes. Once you have one of these products that is messed up
inside, your processes adapt around it. The broken windows of your product lead to broken windows in your process. It's a vicious cycle. Act on it! In his book The Miracle of Mindfulness [Han99], Thich Naht Hanh presents a suggestion: the next time you have to wash the dishes, do not wash them to make them. Try to enjoy the experience of washing the
dishes. Don't focus on finish them. Focus on the act of laundering them yourself. Washing dishes is a mundane task that almost no one savors. Software developers have a lot of similar work to go through on the average day, such as time tracking and expense reports, for example. The next time you have to do a task like this, see if you can find a way to
focus on the task as you do it instead of eagerly rushing to finish it. Make yourself a Personal MapA product roadmap can not only help you stay on track, constantly evolving, but can also report errata this copy is (print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison Tyler MAKE YOURSELF A MAP 189 show you the bigger picture of what you have to offer.
It can show that no resources are alone. Each new investment is part of a larger whole. Some work fabulously well together. Others require too much mental leap for potential employers. Is he a system administrator or a graphic designer? Is she an application architect or a QA automation guru? While it's definitely OK to learn diverse skills - this expands
your thinking - it's also a good idea to think about the story your skill tells. Without a script, his story may seem more like a Jack Kerouac novel than a cohesive set of logically related capabilities. Without a script, you can even get lost. Act on it! Before mapping where you want to go, it can be encouraging and informative to map where you've been. Take
some time to explicitly expose the of his career. Show where you started and what your skills and jobs were at each step. Notice where you've made incremental improvements and where you seemed to make big jumps. Notice the average time it took to make a big breakthrough. Use this map as input as you look forward in your career. You can set more
realistic goals for yourself if you have a clear picture of your historical progress. After you create this historical map, keep it up to date. It's a great way to reflect on your progress as you move toward your newly defined goals. Watch the MarketWatch the alpha nerds. Act on it! Spend the next year trying to become one of the alpha nerds. Or at least do the
hanging with one. That Fat Man in the Mirror If you sit down and watch a flower bloom, it will take a long time to realize that it's all happened. However, if you go out and back in two days, you'll see something very notably different from when you left. You will notice the same phenomenon with your career. Actually, you won't notice. That's the problem. You
can look in the metaphorical mirror every day and not see a drop of change. You look as well adjusted as before. You look as competitive as before. Your skills seem to be as up-to-date as before. Then all of a sudden, one day your job (or your industry) no longer fits you. Developer, review yourself. Act on it! Make a list of trusted people that you feel
comfortable asking for feedback. The list should preferably contain representatives of your peers, customers, and managers (and subordinates, if you have any). • Make another list of about ten features that you believe are important measures of you as a professional. Convert this list into a survey. In the questionnaire, invite participants to rate it in terms of
each characteristic. Also include the question What should I have asked? Distribute the survey to the list of people from the first step. Ask your critics to be constructively critical. What you need is honest feedback - not sweetener. When you get the full answers back, read them all and compile a list of actions you will take as a result. If you asked the right
questions from the right people, you'll get some actionable items. Share your survey results with your reviewers—not the answers, but the resulting changes you plan to make. Be sure to thank them. Repeat this process occasionally.2. Start keeping a journal. It can be a weblog, as we discussed in Let Your Voice Be Heard, on page 162, or a personal
journal. Write about what you are working on, what you are learning, and your opinions about the industry. After keeping the journal for a while, reread Old. Do you still agree? Do they seem naïve? How much have you changed? South Indian Monkey values make you you On It! Find your monkey traps — What are your rigid assumptions? What are these
values that guide your daily actions without knowing consciously? Make a table with two columns, Career and Technology. In each list of titles the values that you keep unfailingly true. For example, in Career, what have you always known to be one of your strengths? Or your weaknesses? What is your career goal (I want to be a CEO!)? What are the right
ways to achieve your goal? In the Technology column, list what you value most about the technologies you choose to invest in. What are the most important attributes of a technology that should be considered when making a choice? How do you make a system scalable? What is the most productive environment for developing software? What are the best
and worst platforms in general? When you have your list down and feel it is quite complete, go one at a time through the list and mentally revert each statement. What if the opposite of every statement were true? Allow yourself to honestly challenge every statement. This is a list of your vulnerabilities. Meet your enemy — Choose the technology you hate the
most, and design it. Developers tend to stratify themselves in erratum competitor report this copy is (print P1.0, April 2009) Prepared exclusively for Alison Tyler THE SOUTH INDIAN MONKEY TRAP 198 camps. .NET people hate J2EE, and J2EE people hate .NET. Unix people hate Windows, and Windows people hate UNIX. Choose an easy design, and
try to make a great application in the technology you hate. If you're a Java person, show these .NET people how a real developer uses your platform! At best, you will learn that the technology you hate is not so bad and that it is indeed possible to develop good code with it. You'll also have a new skill (granted, undeveloped) that you may need to take
advantage of in the future. At worst, the exercise will be a practice session for you, and you'll have better fodder for your arguments. Avoid Waterfall Career Planning I started to feel that all I was doing was a job I didn't like. In fact, the more successful I was, the less likely I was in a job I liked. What I was doing to myself was the same thing that heavy lawsuits
did to their clients. I was doing an excellent job in delivering a career to myself that I didn't want. It was intuitive for me at first, but the solution to such a problem is simply to change your career. Better Than YesterdayWhen you're miserably out of shape, just getting in shape isn't a concept you can even understand much less doing something concrete about.
And to make it difficult, if do something to improve it, you can't say right away or even after a week that anything has changed. In fact, you could spend all day working on getting in shape, and a week you may have nothing to show for it. When you are trying to become more respected in your workplace or be healthier, the individual improvements you make
every day will often not lead directly to tangible results in it! Make a list of the difficult or complex improvements you'd like to make; they can be personal or professional. It's okay if you have a very long list. Now, for every item on the list, think about what you could do today to make yourself or that item better than yesterday. Tomorrow, look at the list again.
Was yesterday better than the day before? How can you do better today? Do it again the next day. Put it on your schedule. Spend two minutes thinking about it every morning. Morning.
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